Call for Papers

CAMP Workshop on Commodity Price Dynamics and Financialization

BI Norwegian Business School, Wednesday June 25, 2014

Centre for Applied Macro and Petroleum economics (CAMP) organizes a workshop with the purpose of bringing together economists from a variety of fields who share interests in the role of commodities in the global economic world. The organizers are especially interested in contributions discussing challenges brought forward by emerging issues in commodity markets and their implications for finance, monetary policy, and macroeconomics. Relevant topics include, but are not limited to:

- The “financialization” of commodity futures markets.
- The informational role of commodity prices.
- Emerging economies and commodities.
- The global impact of commodity prices on macroeconomic performance.

James D. Hamilton, University of California San Diego and Kenneth Singleton, Stanford University will present the keynote addresses.

Presenters without access to their own funding can apply for reimbursement of accommodation and travel expenses. We invite potential participants to submit a paper also to the 2014 CEF (Computing in Economics and Finance) conference that will be held in Oslo on June 22nd – 24th. Deadline for submitting to CEF is February 15 (http://comp-econ.org/CEF_2014/).

Papers (or extended abstracts) should be sent to CAMPworkshop@bi.no before March 1st.
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